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PLAYBOOK: LIVE
Call the Shots
Capture all the game day action and share the highlights with fans and players

W

ith over 45 years of broadcast TV experience,
Alpha Video knows what it takes to design and
integrate mission-critical production systems to
capture and playback live events. For the last fifteen years,
Alpha Video’s Sports Solutions Group has focused on
bringing that same level of system design and integration
expertise to arenas, stadiums, and sports facilities.

Alpha Video’s LIVE solutions have been used in over 50
professional and collegiate sports venues around the
country. Our innovative designs offer the latest control
room technologies including 4K acquisition and IP network
distribution. Combined with our experience in audiovisual
integration, we are a national leader in live video and audio
production, distribution, presentation, and digital signage.

REPLAY CONTROL ROOMS & PLAYOUT SYSTEMS
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Upgrade the Experience
You know fans will have a great experience at your venue, but you get to define
what great is. Offer your fans the best game day experience possible with LIVE
solutions that capture the moments and create the memories they deserve.
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Production

Playout

Infrastructure

Record and replay solutions:

Equipment room solutions:

Connectivity solutions:

• Replay Control Rooms
• Video Production Studios
• Mobile Production Trucks

• Master Control
• Content Encoding
• Distribution

• Broadcast Cabling
• Infrastructure Planning
• Remote Management

We design and integrate any
size replay control room, video
production studio, or mobile
production truck using only
state-of-the-art solutions.

Alpha Video partners with all
the leading manufacturers to
bring you the most reliable
and flexible video and audio
distribution systems.

Our experience in broadcast
television makes us uniquely
qualified to provide the highest
level of broadcast connectivity
and compatibility.
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SunTrust Park - Atlanta Braves
Control Room

T-Mobile Arena
Live Event Venue
Control Room
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PNC Park
Pittsburgh Pirates
Control Room

PROJECT PROFILE

U.S. Bank Stadium
The Minnesota Vikings wanted a video replay control room that would bring the
fans closer to the action and help players and staff better prepare for game day
To improve fan engagement, all of the video
replay content at the stadium is presented in 16:9
format on screens that are low in the bowl. The
control room itself even has windows so fans can
watch the room’s multi-view displays in action.

The control room offers enhanced workflow with
Ross Acuity switchers and an Evertz EQX router.
In addition, the control room has four EVS XT3
instant replay stations that record and playback
content from the stadium’s 18 Sony cameras.

To provide Vikings staff the best quality game day
coverage, the control room was integrated as a
hybrid, IP-based system that distributes live HD
content to stadium screens as well as live 4K
content to the Viking’s headquarters in Eagan.

To bring it all together, Alpha Video integrated EVS
MultiReview and IPDirector systems that help the
production crew to quickly edit live content and
package replays. The impact on the fan experience
at the stadium has been immediate and profound.
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PLAYBOOK: VIEW

DIGITAL SIGNAGE & IPTV SOLUTIONS FOR SPORTS

Get in the Game
Enhance the fan experience and expand sponsorship revenue opportunities

O

ver the last few years, digital signage and
IPTV systems have become two of the
most popular additions to sports venues
in the country. The combination of showing
animated sponsor messages and live game day
coverage on the same screen has made these
deployments a critical upgrade to every venue.
The real challenge of deploying digital signage
and IPTV systems has been the cost of player
hardware. While the price of screens has come
down, the need for expensive PC players or settop boxes to be attached to every screen has kept
the overall system cost high and difficult to justify.
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Alpha Video has developed its own digital signage
and IPTV solution called CastNET Sports. CastNET
Sports combines enterprise-class digital signage
software with cost-effective IPTV hardware. It
offers a flexible, modular approach for adding
exciting software features while using low-cost
set-top boxes on each screen to reduce the
overall cost of deployment.
Since Alpha Video is both the software developer
and the hardware integrator, we offer a unique
one-stop shop for any digital signage and IPTV
sports venue application.

Make a Visual Impact
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ENGAGE more fans and
create a better experience
for suite holders.
INCREASE sponsorship
opportunities and
advertising revenue.
PRODUCE extra revenue
from premium suites.
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DRIVE additional revenue
from food and beverage
sales.
CREATE the ultimate game
day environment for years
to come.
SHARE all the excitement
your teams and venues have
to offer.
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VIEW: DIGITAL SIGNAGE & IPTV APPLICATIONS

ConcourseView

SuiteView

Live IPTV game distribution for venue concourses
with L-bar message zones for sponsorship and
advertising content. Supports clock/score data
modules and more.

Live in-suite IPTV game distribution with L-bar
message zones for sponsorship, advertising, and
menu content. Supports stats, social media
modules, and more.

StatsView

MenuView

Full screen stats pages with real time data
modules for clock/score data, player stats, score
feeds, and more. (Does not support Live IPTV
distribution.)

Digital menu boards that use a web browser
to update food items and prices on branded
templates. Automatic updating available with
POS data modules for MICROS and Qwest.
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VIEW: DIGITAL SIGNAGE CONTROL
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VenueView Control

SuiteView Control

CastNET VenueView Control uses a web page to
show a map of all the screens in your venue. To
change content on any screen, select the screen
icon on the map and choose the content you
would like displayed from a pull down list. Switch
one screen, a zoned area of screens, or all the
screens in the venue with one click.

CastNET SuiteView Control offers fans a better
way to control and select what channels they’re
watching in suites. With multiple suite screens,
standard TV remotes can accidentally change
channels on all the screens. With SuiteView
Control, fans are presented with a visual channel
guide on a tablet that controls specific screens.
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VIEW: SOFTWARE MODULES & PLUG-INS
The CastNET Sports solution is able to add a variety of software modules that integrate real time, third-party
data into a branded screen layout. Data modules can be mixed and matched to create a customized viewer
experience depending on the screen location and application.
Popular plug-ins:
DakStats | StatsCrew | GSIS (NFL) | Twitter | Facebook | Instagram | Daktronics | OES | MICROS | Qwest

CLOCK & SCORE

GAME & PLAYER STATS

CLOSED CAPTIONING

POS (MENUS)

TRAFFIC

SOCIAL MEDIA

Alpha Video Sports’ VIEW solutions combine cost-effective IPTV systems with fan-engaging and
revenue-enhancing real time data options.

Add what you need, when you need it. You make the call.
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CastNET GameDay Control
You’re in control with CastNET GameDay Control, a live switching application
that changes screen content based on the timing of live games or concert events

D

igital signage in arenas and stadiums is
only effective if it keeps up with everything
that’s going on during a live concert or
sports event. CastNET GameDay Control offers
both scheduled and manual control of switching
content on displays using a web browser playlist.
Both CastNET’s advanced scheduling features
and live GameDay Control are standard with
every CastNET Sports solution.

CASTNET GAMEDAY CONTROL FEATURES:
• Multi-zone content scheduling
• Multi-event playlist scheduling
• Control display power and volume

• Manual control for live content switching
• Switch between live, cable, and satellite TV
• Save and organize separate playlists

www.alphavideosports.com
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PLAYBOOK: TEAM

PRESENTATION & COACHING SYSTEMS

What’s Your Game Plan?
Enhance team performance with audiovisual systems that can up your game

E

very successful athletic program needs
coaches, staff, and athletes to effectively
communicate with each other to improve
team performance. We offer presentation,
collaboration, and audiovisual training systems
that will help players perform at their highest
level. Our solutions provide easy-to-use tablet
and touch panel controls so the AV technology
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never gets in the way of what coaches have
to say. To make things even easier, we have
voice control options for switching inputs and
controlling audio levels. With our wide variety
of best-in-class solutions and our experience
in working with coaches, we can provide a
customized workflow that most traditional AV
integrators can’t offer.

Team AV Solutions

o
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Presentation

Projectors, screens, interactive displays,
speakers, and microphones with tablet, touch
panel, and voice control.

Collaboration

Wireless presentation systems that allow
multiple users to share and annotate screen
content without connecting any cables.

Remote Camera
Systems

Remote controlled, multi-camera recording
systems with XOS, DVSport, and other coaching
system integrations.
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PLAYBOOK: EDIT
EDITING, ASSET MANAGEMENT & ARCHIVING

Making the Cut
Post, manage, and archive game highlights and in-house productions

A

impact for fan highlight videos and your team’s
promotional content. Nothing conveys the power
and passion of sports better than high quality video
edited with broadcast-class post-production tools
from Apple, Avid, and Adobe.

Editing your team’s top plays and preserving
memorable moments allows your production
staff to create remarkable team stories. Not only
are these videos critical to the coaching staff for
training, they are what drives the emotional

The key to any successful post-production project
is finding the right clips. Digital asset management
software provides the time-saving tools and metadata searches to uncover the perfect footage for
any program or presentation. Combined with longterm archiving, your staff is sure to have all the
clips they need to make a visual impact.

lpha Video Sports’ EDIT solutions help
you edit, manage, and archive game day
highlights using the latest collaborative
post-production workflows. From shared
storage to online asset management, our EDIT
solutions will increase your production team’s
productivity and production values.
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PACKAGE THE ACTION

9
Editing
p
V

Alpha Video offers the latest editing software from
Apple, Avid, and Adobe. Our digital media experts
will work with you to determine your workflow
requirements and recommend best practices to
create the ideal post production environment.
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Asset Management

Archiving

There’s no better way to reduce the time it takes
to edit a project than by adding searchable metadata to every video clip, audio track, and graphic.
Asset Management software creates a rich catalog
of content that’s easy to find.

When it comes to long-term storage, it’s never a
good practice to rely on manual backups of important files. Digital archiving is about making the
process automatic so you know that everything is
preserved and easily recovered for future use.
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Alpha Video Sports is your one-stop
pro shop for every video and audio
sports venue solution and service.

About Alpha Video & Audio, Inc.
Alpha Video is a national integrator of audiovisual and
broadcast technologies that empower organizations to
better communicate with their target audience. We design,
integrate, and support solutions that improve visual
communications, collaboration, and content creation.
With our expertise in a variety of industries, we are able to
combine best-in-class AV and broadcast technologies to
overcome complex visual communication challenges.

7690 Golden Triangle Dr. Eden Prairie, MN 55344
Phone 800 388 0008
Email info@alphavideosports.com
Web
www.alphavideosports.com
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